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Portability
 Reasons to opt for portable code:

 Greater code longevity

 Broader ecosystem

 Greater appeal to more developers

 Broader application by users

 Reasons that portable code might not be right for a specific 
application:

 Extended development time vs. non-portable code

 Reduction in performance

 Inability of a specific model type to run on alternate hardware

 Model developed for specific hardware



Portability

 Can mean many things and occur on 
multiple levels:
 Binary portability 

 Running the same binary on multiple 
machines

 Source portability

 Able to compile the same source code 
on multiple machines

 Performance portability

 Able to compile the same source code 
on multiple machines and achieve the 
maximum potential of the machine on 
which it is compiled

Typically limited to 
similar architectures

Requires consideration for how 
the prospective architectures 
process data



Portability
 Challenges for scientific applications

 Parallelization

 Problem becomes much easier when parallelization is not considered

 Performance

 Scientific applications require every bit of performance per watt they can 
get

 If the reduction in performance is too severe, even highly portable code is 
likely to be ignored in favor of an architecture specific application

 Priorities

 Even if highly portable code can be developed that does not suffer 
performance limitations, it may be more important to publish expeditiously 
than waste time on additional development



Related Work

 Most work in this area is with the faithful reproduction of floating 
point results across multiple platforms

 making the results portable

 Specific optimization strategies for particular platforms, libraries, or 
frameworks

 software portability using a specific toolset

 The most directly comparable is a case study written for OpenCL 
that focused on software engineering techniques to guarantee 
performance portability across multiple brands of GPUs and CPUs

 performance portability, but limited in scope



Selecting a Representative Problem

 The problem must have the following characteristics:

 Computationally intensive

 Data intensive

 Be similar to problems actually being studied

 The chosen problem:

 The Partial Differential Equation (PDE) solver used in the Fully 
Unstructured 3D Grid (Fun3D) modeling software currently used by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and under 
active development

 Solves PDEs iteratively via multiple sparse matrix-vector multiplications 
per iteration over a multi-dimensional grid



Selecting a Representative Problem

 Block CSR representation used

 Memory intensive because of 
the necessity to decompress 
the data from memory before 
it can be used in the 
calculation

 Unwieldy to simply store all of 
the zeroes in memory, and a 
large number of unnecessary 
floating point multiplications 
would occur if stored 
uncompressed

 This is a relatively common 
strategy



Selecting a Representative Problem

 A multi-coloring scheme is used to 
ensure independence among the 
data points calculated

 Points of the same “color” can be 
assumed to be computationally 
independent of each other

 A color is computed, the global 
memory is updated, and then the 
next color is computed…

 This adds another layer of data 
intensiveness

 This is a relatively common scheme in 
scientific applications of this type



Selecting a Representative Problem

 Pseudocode for solver

 Accesses to global 
memory and floating 
point operations are 
intertwined

 Many subsequent 
calculations depend on 
the results of previous 
calculations

 These factors make 
parallel optimization 
challenging

def solve_subroutine ( data ):
// transfer data from device memory to local memory
set f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 to residual array elements for this node.
start = ia[ node ]
end = ia[ node +1] -1

// loop over the nonzero elements
for i = start to end

icol = ja[i]
// set the new values equal to the old values multiplied by a
// deterministic constant based on nearby nodes
decrement f1 .. f5 by the product of the off - diagonal matrix
values and the previous solution matrix values five times
( over each column , if the f1 .. f5 variables are viewed as 11 rows )

// solve forward
decrement f2 .. f5 by the product of the diagonal matrix values and f1
decrement f3 .. f5 by the product of the diagonal matrix values and f2
decrement f4 .. f5 by the product of the diagonal matrix values and f3
decrement f5 by the product of the diagonal matrix value and f4

// solve backward
decrement f1 .. f4 by the product of the diagonal matrix values and a factor of f5
decrement f1 .. f3 by the product of the diagonal matrix values and a factor of f4
decrement f1 .. f2 by the product of the diagonal matrix values and a factor of f3
decrement f1 by the product of the diagonal matrix value and a factor of f4

set the new solution values to f1 .. f5

Floating point
operations

Global memory
accesses



Architectures Investigated

 Central Processing Units (CPUs)

 Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) parallelism

 Very powerful complex processor, but small in number

 Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)

 SIMD parallelism

 Very simple processor, but great in number

 Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)

 Pipeline parallelism

 Malleable hardware with complex customized instruction capabilities



Architectures Investigated

 X86 CPU Specifics

 Intel x86 (Haswell)

 8 Cores / 16 Threads

 Memory bandwidth

 Nominal: 128 GB/s

 Estimated: 61.5 GB/s

 1.484 FP32 TFLOPS

 ARM CPU Specifics

 AWS Graviton (Cortex-A72)

 8 Cores / 16 Threads

 Memory Bandwidth

 Nominal: 51.2 GB/s

 Estimated 25.6 GB/s

 0.166 FP32 TFLOPS



Architectures Investigated

 GPU Specifics

 NVIDIA Pascal P100

 3584 Cores/Threads

 Memory Bandwidth

 Nominal: 732 GB/s

 Measured: 292 GB/s

 9.3 FP32 TFLOPS



Architectures Investigated

 FPGA Specifics

 Intel PAC10 (Aria)

 1 Core, continuous pipeline

 Memory Bandwidth

 Nominal: 36 GB/s

 Measured: 3.69 GB/s

 1.5 FP32 TFLOPS



Portability Strategies

 Standardized Languages

 C/C++, Fortran

 Language Extensions

 CUDA, Thread Building Blocks (TBB)

 Open Language Constructs

 OpenMP, OpenCL, OpenACC

 Virtual machines

 Java

 Steering Languages

 Python

Code with a similar intent can be 
constructed in a way that is 
largely interchangeable 
between specific strategies with 
allowances for syntax.  Code 
written in OpenCL is relatively 
simple, for instance, to 
implement in CUDA, though the 
reverse can be problematic.



Process

 Start with un-optimized code meant to be run sequentially

 Identify general strategies that could be used to improve the execution 
speed on SIMD and pipeline parallel applications

 Implement general optimizations and ensure that the same results are 
calculated (verify correctness)

 Implement hardware specific optimizations to gauge what level of 
code optimization is achieved with the portable versions

 Three versions are compared:

 Un-optimized

 Generally optimized (no hardware specific optimizations)

 Hardware optimized

 Identify the cost of coding in the portable way



Optimization Strategies

 Consolidation of arithmetic 
operations

 Perhaps the simplest way to 
optimize

 Occasionally requires 
rearrangement of code to 
eliminate dependencies

 Very important for pipeline 
optimization

 Resulted in a 33.5% reduction 
in run time when compiled for 
an FPGA



Optimization Strategies
 Identify common memory 

accesses
 Requires intimate familiarity with 

the algorithm being implemented 
in order to identify eligible data

 According to Nvidia, shared (on-
chip) memory read/writes occur at 
about 100x the speed of global 
read/writes on their hardware

 Limited space (16-64 kb)

 # of threads that can access is 
limited (32 threads for all major 
vendors – termed a “warp”)

 Resulted in 85% reduction in run-
time vs. basic un-optimized code 
in this case



Optimization Strategies

 Construct independent loops that have 
a constant number of iterations for a 
single work item

 Works well for pipelining

 Adds some no-op loop iterations, but in 
practice adds very little to loop execution 
time

 Requires the data to be constructed in 
such a way that there is no 
interdependence between loop iterations

 Sometimes involves some extra work at 
the beginning of execution to determine 
the loop parameters

 This change resulted in an 92.5% reduction 
in run-time when running on an FPGA

ivdep = ignore variable dependencies

max indices iterated over

must check to ensure “n” is in a valid range…
if not, this is a no-op loop iteration



Optimization Strategies

 Other strategies

 Access memory in large contiguous blocks

 Not always possible, and in this case study accessing some memory in large 
blocks forced other data to be accessed randomly.

 Almost always involves tradeoffs

 Identify opportunities for vectorizing

 Can be done manually, but most modern compilers will do this to some 
extent automatically

 More vectorization optimization can be invoked with special compiler flags

 Construct independent loops that have a constant number of iterations

 Ideal for pipelining

 Can also help with SIMD, via loop unrolling



Evaluation

 GPU Procedure and monotonic clock validation

1. Initiate code execution with the profiler

2. Start time recorded in CPU code

3. CUDA version of the code was executed on the GPU

4. End time recorded in CPU code

5. Start time recorded in CPU code

6. OpenCL version of the code was executed on the GPU

7. End time recorded in CPU code

8. Profiling results compared to monotonic clock differential for CUDA



Evaluation (driver code example)

(2) Start time recorded in CPU code

(3) CUDA version of the code 
executed on the GPU

(4) End time recorded in CPU code

(5) Start time recorded in CPU code

(6) OpenCL version of the code 
executed on the GPU

(7) End time recorded in CPU code



Evaluation

 Some small profiling time 
differential with monotonic clock 
(time in ms)

 Profile times were slightly smaller, 
as expected, but monotonic 
clock times were comparable

 As long as the error is recognized 
and known, the monotonic clock 
times can be used as a 
comparative value

Represents the small 
amount of overhead 
involved in invoking 
the GPU device



Optimization Continuum

 Each platform will have 
different strengths

 SIMD platforms are now 
commonplace

 Pipeline parallelism (e.g. FPGA) 
is still very early in its 
development
 Low memory bandwidth

 Low clock rate

 Both of these deficiencies 
being rapidly addressed

 Consider future-proofing code 
in part by building in 
compatibility with pipeline 
parallelism

Code modified just
enough to allow 
parallel execution

Optimizations not 
requiring any 
hardware specific 
alterations

Constant loop 
iterations over a 
single work item



Optimization Summary

 Consolidate Arithmetic operations

 33.5% reduction in execution time on FPGA

 Identify common memory accesses that could be mapped to 
shared (on-chip) memory

 85% reduction in execution time in this case study

 Construct independent loops that have a constant number of 
iterations over a single work item

 92.5% reduction in execution time in this case study for FPGA

 Also (not specifically addressed in the case study)

 Access global memory in large contiguous blocks

 Identify opportunities for vectorizing data

 Construct independent loops that have a constant number of 
iterations knowable at compile time



Conclusions

 Constructing code with these precepts in mind will allow the code 
to execute on each platform with little or no cost to execution time 
on alternate platforms, while maximizing the hardware on which it is 
currently running.

 Implementing these constructs, either while initially composing it, or 
introduced as a reworking of existing code can offer scaling and 
speed benefits over an extended period of time and may expose 
more parallelism as new platforms become viable (as with FPGAs).



Questions



Backup Slides



What is a kernel?

 OpenCL example:

 A simple function that 
iterates over a loop 
and adds a constant 
to each element

 The device provides 
the index instead of 
the loop counter

 Ideally, each of the 
array elements could 
be incremented 
simultaneously

void increment_all(float *a, float b, int N) {
for (int i=0; i<N; i++)

a[i] = a[i] + b;
}

__kernel
void increment_all(__global float *a, float b, int N) {

int i = get_global_id(0);
if (i < N) a[i] = a[i] + b;

}

void main() {
…
clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(…,…);

}



Differences between FPGA and GPU code

• OpenCL for the FPGA can look slightly for a GPU

• The FPGA encapsulates both the outer and inner loops into a single work item so that the 
calculation can be pipelined

• The GPU version contains only the inner loops that are then farmed out to individual cores

• Other optimizations, like thread-to-thread communication are solely for the GPU version 
and are out of scope for the portable versions

These outer loops are inside the 
kernel for the FPGA

This vector reduction 
takes 3 floating point 
adds to consolidate data 
from 5 threads, and only 
makes sense for GPU



Driver Code for FPGA vs. GPU
FPGA GPU

 Outer loops reflected in the CPU 
driver code

 Similar infrastructure created to write 
large blocks of data to the device 
prior to execution

 Implementation in driver nearly 
identical between CUDA and 
OpenCL


